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 Victorian Market Halls ,
 Ornamental Iron and
 Civic Intent

 by PAUL DOBRASZCZYK

 This article focuses on the relationship between ornamental iron and the civic in British
 market halls, a subject which has been overlooked in the existing literature on their
 architectural development. Like many other forms of nineteenth-century retail
 architecture - shops, bazaars, arcades and department stores - market halls embraced
 the new architectural possibilities suggested by iron: increased floor-spans were made
 possible by wrought-iron joists, which could span greater distances than timber ones;
 the strength of cast-iron columns allowed larger openings in the external walls; and the
 increased availability and lower cost of glass meant that these openings could be glazed,
 allowing greater visibility of commodities.1 Yet, unlike much Victorian retail architecture,
 which was usually privately financed, market halls were explicitly articulated as public
 spaces. As such, there were problems in assimilating iron-and-glass structures into
 established notions of public architecture. In 1878, The Building News , in a discussion of
 London's market buildings, argued that they should be 'different from huge railway
 sheds and Crystal Palaces' because their status as public buildings required some form
 of 'artistic' treatment.2 For many architects of market halls - in common with other new
 building types in the Victorian period, such as pumping stations, railway stations,
 exhibition halls and warehouses - the solution lay in a dual architectural identity: an
 exterior structure built in conventional building materials such as stone and brick,
 harmonizing with existing urban architecture; and an interior space supported by an
 independent iron-and-glass structure.

 As argued by the architectural historians James Schmiechen and Kenneth Carls in
 their comprehensive overview of the development of market hall architecture in Britain,
 the planning of these buildings in the Victorian period was strongly influenced by the
 widely held idea that the improvement of public space in towns and cities was
 dependent on 'middle-class models of respectability, social order, and civic virtue'.3 In
 this article, I define the 'civic' in relation to market halls as the representation and
 enactment - through a combination of spatial reorganization, architectural aesthetics,
 public ceremonies, and legislation - of a certain set of middle-class values that came to
 dominate the planning of municipal buildings from the 1840s onwards. These values
 centred on the notion of 'improvement': of the physical environment, public health,
 working-class tastes and morals, and communal pride.4 The building of new market halls
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 in British towns and cities was often motivated by municipal authorities' desire to assert
 such civic values: in some cases, municipalities wanted to bring the social and moral
 behaviour of citizens under their control through the creation of centralized, covered
 market spaces; in others, market halls were conceived as catalysts for urban renewal or
 promoted as symbols of political, moral and social progress, representing an enhanced
 urban image.5
 A significant, but underestimated, way in which civic value was also asserted in

 market hall architecture was through ornament. Throughout the nineteenth century,
 architects, critics and the public alike expected their architecture to be decorated;
 ornament could provide associations that functioned as a powerful means of asserting
 aesthetic value in buildings, elevating them above the utilitarian. As has been argued,
 the ornamentation of market hall buildings 'offered a lesson in civic and moral virtue'
 by means of the associations suggested by decorative motifs derived from agriculture,
 commerce and municipal identity; yet little comment has been made on how ornamental
 iron contributed to this.6 As will become evident in this article, ornamental cast iron, as
 distinct from other building materials, gave the interior spaces of many British market
 halls their particular architectural character. In spite of its many detractors in the
 Victorian period and beyond, the very qualities that critics railed against in ornamental
 cast iron - mechanical repetition, cheapness and popular appeal - were readily
 embraced by some architects and municipal planners of market halls as being ideally
 suited to an age of industrialization and mass-production. Since cast iron could be
 moulded to any desirable form and reproduced at far lower cost than could its equivalent
 in traditional buildings materials, it was seen by some as an ideal material for
 transforming utilitarian buildings into architecture whose symbolic decoration carried
 meaning.7 If cost was a primary consideration for many, others saw in cast iron the
 potential to democratize ornament, to break down the split between art for the elite and
 art for the masses, and to create a new architectural language of ornament, one that
 evoked historical associations yet was simultaneously modern. As will be seen, it was
 precisely ornamental cast iron's combination of such seemingly contradictory qualities
 that appealed to the planners and designers of market halls, where the articulation of
 the symbolic, through civic motifs, was just as important a consideration as the functional
 requirements of the interior spaces. In the market halls examined in this article, cast iron
 endowed these spaces with both a sense of modernity and one of history.
 The market halls considered in this article have a shared geographical focus, namely

 the industrial towns of the north Midlands and northern England. The building of new
 market halls in the nineteenth century was national in its scope, but nevertheless focused
 in provincial towns and cities rather than in London (where outdoor street marketing
 remained the norm). Moreover, there was a concentration of market-hall development
 in the Midlands and the north-west of England and in urbanized Wales and Scotland -
 a reflection of the fact that, in the Victorian period, these were Britain's most rapidly
 growing urban and industrial areas.8 This geographical schema can be further refined,
 the use of ornamental iron in market halls being concentrated in the north Midlands and
 the industrial north-west of England. These regions may have had better transport and
 commercial links with the centres of ornamental iron production in Glasgow in the
 second half of the nineteenth century, but there were many other foundries located in
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 VICTORIAN MARKET HALLS 175

 other industrial regions, such as South Wales; yet the interiors of market halls in those
 other regions display far less concern with ornament. It is therefore more likely that the
 reason for this geographical focus in the use of ornamental iron in market halls lay in
 the decision-making processes of municipal authorities in the industrial north-west. The
 proliferation of industrial towns in this area - stretching roughly west to east from
 Preston to Leeds - and their geographical proximity to one another gave rise to a
 heightened sense of competition between respective municipal authorities, one that
 undoubtedly influenced how they conceived of their new market halls. As the
 construction of these buildings was often the catalyst for wider schemes of urban
 improvement, new market halls expressed the aspirations of a town as a whole and
 presented an opportunity for self-aggrandizement, invariably at the expense of their near
 neighbours. As will be shown in this article, for industrial towns with such a sense of
 self-consciousness about their urban image, ornamental iron was perceived as elevating
 the interiors of market halls into a symbol at once of progressive modernity, refined taste
 for and appreciation of the artistic, and a counter to a dispiriting urban landscape of
 utilitarian industrial buildings and drab housing that was perceived to result in a
 negative urban image.

 NEW CRYSTAL PALACES

 Throughout the nineteenth century, traditional open markets were regarded as sites of
 disorder, their often ramshackle appearance being perceived as directly linked with
 lower-class lawlessness, food riots and insalubrious entertainments.9 Enclosing and
 covering market activities brought them more directly under the management of
 municipal authorities, who took over control of them from private manorial owners.
 Once in the hands of municipal governments, market activities - the regulation of
 market stalls, the control of rents and opening hours, and the monitoring of hygienic
 provisions - could be more strictly enforced.10 The new market halls built by municipal
 governments were increasingly defined by the new technologies of iron and glass, even
 before the construction of the Crystal Palace in 1851. Charles Fowler's (1792-1867)
 Hungerford Market (1835) in London has been cited as an significant precursor to the
 iron-and-glass aesthetic of the Crystal Palace,11 while Birkenhead's market hall (1845)
 was, at the time of its completion, the largest iron-and-glass structure in the world, built
 by Fox and Henderson, the contractors who would later work on the Crystal Palace.12

 In the 1850s, new market halls in provincial towns and cities were generally defined
 in terms of the their relationship with the Crystal Palace, mainly because the latter had
 pioneered the adaptation of the iron-and-glass architecture of horticultural glasshouses
 for human use.13 When The Builder reported in 1853 on the designs for Manchester's new
 Shudehill Market, it described its ridge-and-furrow roof as being inspired by both the
 Crystal Palace and contemporaneous railway stations.14 Leeds's new Kirkgate market
 hall (Fig. 1), proposed in 1853 but not opened until 1857, was touted as the 'Crystal Palace
 of Leeds', being directly influenced by the building, with Joseph Paxton contributing
 advice to its architect, the borough surveyor Charles Tilney.15 Tilney's original design
 was modified by Paxton to include two ornamental iron-and-glass towers terminating
 in domed, ogee-shaped roofs that functioned as lanterns to admit extra light into the
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 Fig. 1. Leeds Kirkgate Market , competition drawings by Charles Tilney, 1855, West elevation , Vicar
 Lane (Reproduced by permission of West Yorkshire Archive Service , Leeds , LC/ENG/Box 10b)

 structure (but which were not included in the structure as built). In addition, the entire
 cast-iron structure was ornamented in a style that was described by The Leeds Mercury
 as 'later Gothic or Tudor', enhanced by 'handsome iron gates',16 and probably partly
 influenced by Isambard Brunei's railway station at Bristol Temple Meads (1839-41), also
 Tudor in style. When the market was opened in April 1857 by the town's mayor and
 Corporation members, it was celebrated as both 'useful and ornamental', with a formerly
 'dirty and unsightly' area of the town now transformed by 'a handsome structure'17 that
 was regarded as 'one of the ornaments of the town'.18
 In spite of these clear references to the Crystal Palace, the ornamental character of

 Leeds's Kirkgate market represented a departure from the utilitarian character of the
 former's visual appearance. The reason for this related to the important place of the
 market in urban, and indeed civic, life. Like many other municipal governments in
 Victorian towns and cities, the Leeds Corporation set about reshaping the town's market
 spaces, often in the context of wider urban redevelopment; it was in fact the widening
 of Vicar Lane - the traditional centre of open-air markets in the town - that prompted
 the building of the new market in 1857.19 For the Corporation, the market hall and its
 ornamentation were equated with a new kind of civic virtue - achievement, morality,
 taste and status - that was both symbolized by, and enacted through, the new market
 hall: a public space that represented these virtues to its predominantly working-class
 users. In this context, absence of ornament was equated with a moral vacuum; as The
 Leeds Mercury stated in 1853, when discussing the original designs for the market, it was
 concerned that if parts of the building were left unornamented they would be 'unsightly',
 the 'blank' walls affording 'facilities for nuisances [and] lounging places for idle and
 disorderly characters'.20 Instead, the newspaper argued that an ornamental façade, filled
 in with shops, would act as a deterrent to 'immoral' behaviour and bad habits. Here The
 Leeds Mercury reflected the widely held view that architectural ornament had a moral
 basis, borne out in the etymological link between 'decor' and 'decorum', and later so
 fiercely repudiated by modernist theorists, such as Adolf Loos.
 If ornament was equated with moral improvement in Leeds's new market hall, what

 can we say about the intended meaning of its Tudor style? During the design process,
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 the architect of the market hall, Charles Tilney, along with other council members, visited
 existing market halls in Britain, namely Birkenhead (1845), Birmingham (1851), Liverpool
 (1822), Manchester (1854), and Newcastle (1835).21 The model chosen by Tilney was
 clearly Manchester's Shudehill Market, an enormous iron-and-glass structure with a
 four-span ridge-and-furrow roof but with little ornamentation. Tilney's choice of a Tudor
 style for Leeds's new market hall, rendered entirely in iron and glass, gave it a distinct
 architectural identity in relation to its Manchester predecessor, the ornamentation
 providing an elevated sense of taste that may have referred back to the historic period
 when Leeds emerged as a centre of cloth-making with its grand merchants' mansions
 like the early sixteenth-century Temple Newsam House. In addition, according to The
 Leeds Mercury , the Tudor style was also described as 'English', that is, a national style
 that was appropriate to a building that the Leeds Corporation celebrated as an 'ornament
 to the town'.22 Thus, in direct contrast to Manchester, Leeds's new market hall was
 perceived to have a national significance that represented, and boosted, the image of the
 whole town to the nation, as expressed by an 1858 Leeds guidebook that proclaimed the
 new market hall 'the most complete structure of its kind in the kingdom'.23 Such urban
 aggrandisement reflected an intense rivalry between Leeds and Manchester in the
 nineteenth century that centred on their competing claims for industrial pre-eminence
 in the production of wool and cotton respectively. The Tudor style might also have had
 a more localized function, that is, to link what would have been an entirely new building
 type to the character of the previous market on the site - a ramshackle collection of
 vernacular buildings and stalls spread out over Vicar Lane.24 Thus, the style selected for
 the new covered market hall would have been a visual sign to its users that this
 unprecedented civic building was a market rather than any other type of building. The
 importance of the ornament and the style chosen was further emphasized by Tilney's
 full-size drawings of the ornamental ironwork that were sent to the unidentified
 manufacturers, demonstrating that the ornamental style originated with the architect
 and not the ironfounder and, therefore, was almost certainly guided primarily by
 aesthetic rather than utilitarian considerations.25

 If in Leeds's Kirkgate market ornament was equated with architectural and moral
 improvement, Stockport's decision in i860 to adopt, for its new market hall (Fig. 2), an
 iron-and-glass design with 'very little ornamentation' might seem surprising.26 Yet, as
 reported by The Stockport Advertiser , the town's new market was as much a product of
 demand from stallholders as it was from the reforming desire of the municipal authority
 (who had purchased the market from its manorial owners in 1847).27 Thus, the council's
 decision in September i860 to adopt a design by James Haywood, an iron manufacturer
 based in Derby, despite protests by one member of the council in favour of a more
 ornamental building, can be seen as a decision that submitted more to the dictates of
 economy and utility than of civic pride.28 Yet, as The Stockport Advertiser put it, the 'credit
 of the town' - which embraced both stallholders, civic worthies and council members
 alike - required a new market hall that would transform 'the disparaging remarks of
 visitors, and the innuendos and reflections they give utterance on inspecting our
 miserable-looking shambles' even if this was '[w]ith due regard for the public purse'.29
 In the case of Stockport, the 'credit of the town' was directly affected by its close
 proximity to the much larger city of Manchester. During the planning of the new
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 Fig. 2. Stockport market hall , 1861, view from Market Place (Photo: author , 2011)

 building, Stockport's market committee visited existing market halls in Wolverhampton
 (1853) and Manchester (1854), and regarded the latter, for which Haywood had also
 provided the ironwork, as the best architectural model.30 The resulting design - a
 triangular structure consisting of a ridge-and-furrow roof structure carried on cast-iron
 girders - was essentially a scaled-down version of the Shudehill Market in Manchester,
 with ornamentation added to the external supporting columns, namely lily-shaped
 capitals surmounted by entwined branches of fruit above, between which, in prominent
 letters, was the name of the manufacturer himself.
 Stockport's market hall was opened in late 1861, without any accompanying civic

 ceremony like that seen in Leeds, nor with The Stockport Advertiser making any mention
 of the event. When, in 1875, the newspaper returned to the subject of the market hall, it
 was in a very different context.31 In the summer of 1875, a middle-class resident of the
 town made three visits to the market hall and his observations were published in the
 newspaper. In his Saturday night-time strolls around the market, this anonymous writer
 was contributing to a tradition of urban reportage that originated in impressions of
 London's wholesale markets late at night or very early in the morning, when they were
 at their busiest.32 In provincial towns and cities, visiting retail markets late on Saturday
 night was one way in which the middle-classes could see working-class culture at its
 most vibrant, since Saturday was pay day and its end was marked by the search for
 bargains in the market hall as vendors sold off their remaining weekly stock.33 For this
 Stockport 'street philosopher', the Saturday-night market was a place to witness the town
 at its most socially vibrant, but he was also intent upon ordering and categorizing
 working-class social life - an attitude which, as the urban historian Simon Gunn has
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 argued, 'helped to underwrite the perception of social difference'.34 In his first 'stroll
 through Stockport Market' late at night in early August 1875, the writer draws attention
 to the 'flood' of people inside the market hall, which is described - disparagingly - as
 'a glass umbrella on stilts'.35 In the second visit, on a stormy August night, the building
 assumes a different character, as now it is almost empty and is described as a 'handsome
 yet unlucky building, disowned alike by Radical and Tory'.36 In a final visit, on a hot and
 moonlit night, he castigates the building's character in which 'the very essence of
 Shudehill seems to have been imported' and in which he witnesses the nauseating
 spectacle of the last pieces of old meat being bloodily butchered and sold off.37 For this
 'respectable' writer, the new iron-and-glass market hall had not civilized the market
 place; instead, it had brought into salubrious Stockport the metropolitan vices of
 Manchester, the town's monstrous neighbour. By contrast, it was the older, open-air
 market surrounding the new market hall that provided him with a comforting sense of
 nostalgia, evoking memories of a happy childhood.
 If this criticism of Stockport's market hall concerned its modernity and corresponding

 spatial differentiation from the traditional market spaces of the town, that which
 accompanied proposals for a new market hall in Preston in 1851 focused more on the
 design itself. The Preston Chronicle argued for the adoption of a utilitarian building whose
 design 'should be something like a railway station', and it explicitly contrasted this
 approach with that adopted for St John's Market Hall in Liverpool, its vast stone exterior
 walls regarded by the newspaper as excessively expensive and having a 'gloomy and
 unattractive prospect'.38 Indeed, because the construction of a market hall was 'a
 ratepayer's question', the newspaper, following a public meeting organized to oppose
 the new building, argued that the residents of Preston should not be forced to pay for it:
 'economy was the order of the day' and the existing open-air market was adequate for
 the town's needs.39 It was another twenty years before the Preston Corporation decided
 to proceed with the building of a new market hall, then choosing an open-sided iron
 design by the Preston-based contractor Joseph Clayton at a projected cost of £6,070
 (Fig. 3). In spite of renewed opposition from ratepayers, The Preston Chronicle praised
 this design, arguing that it was part of 'the sphere of the useful' and a necessary check
 on the increasingly ornamental buildings constructed in the town such as the Town Hall
 (1862), the cost of which was still 'a source of constant complaint' amongst ratepayers.
 If there were 'some people who think that a more elaborate covered market than the one
 proposed ought to be erected', the newspaper then argued, in a distinctly apologetic
 tone, that the proposed design, in spite of not being perfect, was however sufficient 'for
 all practical purposes until we can afford to fix up something more magnificent'.40 When
 the market hall was finally completed in 1875, it had generated much controversy due
 to problems during its construction. In early 1871, when the market hall was almost
 finished, the iron structure collapsed and a bitter dispute ensued between the designer
 and the town's market committee. Clayton stated that, during construction, his foundry
 - the Soho ironworks in Preston - had been forced to recast the ornamental brackets
 and supporting columns three times and, such was his exasperation, he was now
 unwilling to continue on the project without arbitration from an engineer, suggesting
 the esteemed William Fairburn (1789-1874).41 Further arguments followed between
 Clayton and the corporation's engineer, Mr Garlick, who argued that Clayton's castings
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 Fig. 3. Preston market hall , 1^75, view from Mount Street (Photo: author, 2011)

 were too small and the columns too thin.42 Eventually, another contractor was employed,
 but he resigned when he found Clayton's design 'defective'. Fairburn's advice was then
 sought and he suggested improvements to the design, but the market committee ignored
 this and finally, in 1875, completed the market to Clayton's original designs, and it stands
 to this day.43 Preston's market hall clearly represented, from the start, a compromise
 between the desire for an ornamental building that conformed to established notions of
 the civic, and one that did not require large amounts of public money - a compromise
 that probably accounts for its troubled history.

 CIVIC PALACES

 Although the planners and architects of market halls readily embraced the technological
 possibilities opened up by iron-and-glass structures like the Crystal Palace, there were
 problems in assimilating such structures into established notions of public architecture,
 due to their status as public buildings requiring them to exhibit some evidence of 'artistic'
 treatment. For the architects of many market halls, the solution lay in a dual architectural
 identity, pioneered by Liverpool's St John's market (1822): namely, an exterior structure
 built in conventional building materials such as stone and brick, harmonizing with
 existing urban architecture, and an interior space supported by an independent iron-
 and-glass structure. Thus when, in 1851, George Thomas Robinson (1827-97) submitted
 his winning design for Bolton's new market hall, he proposed a Classical stone exterior
 with a porticoed entrance on Knowsley Street (Fig. 4), which 'betokens it at once to be a
 building devoted to public purposes', while the iron-and-glass interior was 'the lightest
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 and least expensive method of support'.44 During construction of the market hall in 1854,
 Robinson made some alterations, including additional iron columns in the centre of the
 building in order to include a lantern that was explicitly compared with a similar feature
 in the Crystal Palace, where lanterns were introduced to improve the ventilation of the
 building when it was re-erected at Sydenham (1854) (Fig. 5X45 Robinson was clearly
 aware of new technological developments in the use of iron and glass, particularly in
 relation to the issue of ventilation; his adoption of cutting-edge technology invested the
 interior of the new market hall with a heightened sense of modernity. It was built to a
 rectangular plan with a central space created inside at the juncture of two naves, which
 were each flanked by multiple aisles. The main roofs, with spans of 54 feet, had
 lightweight wrought-iron trusses and were lit by arched clerestories and ridge skylights.
 When the market hall was opened in December 1855, it was the interior space that

 generated the most commentary. If The Bolton Chronicle described the exterior of the
 building as having 'classic purity and magnificence', then the interior, with its 'highly
 ornamented cast-iron columns', 'almost countless in number', created an 'uninterrupted
 vision in all directions' and a 'grandeur of effect' that was heightened by the light blue
 and red colours in which the ironwork was painted.46 The newspaper went further,
 enraptured by the 'fairy-like' appearance of the interior, and compared it to 'the fabled
 palace of Aladdin, or its more real type, the Moorish palaces of Granada and the East'.47
 This conjunction of the fantastical and the real relates to the unprecedented effect of this
 interior due to its sense of lightness and spatial openness - the largest covered space in
 the town and one of the largest in the country at the time of its completion - and evokes
 accounts of the interior of the Crystal Palace in 1851. As the cultural historian Isobel
 Armstrong has argued, the tendency to compare iron-and-glass interiors in public
 buildings, such as the Crystal Palace, with oriental or fantastical precedents was a
 consequence of their lack of any real precedents; they were alternative worlds, unrelated
 to any established architectural language.48 Yet, generalized as these references were,
 they were nonetheless directly related to the structural and ornamental treatment of the
 cast iron in the market hall, namely the spatial arrangement of the interior with its
 progression of rising spandrels, terminating in the central lantern, and pierced by
 stylized vegetal latticework ornamentation, repeated throughout the individual castings
 in the interior.

 Such forms may have been influenced by the architectural courts installed in the
 Crystal Palace when it was re-erected in Sydenham in 1854, especially given the fact that
 the lantern in the interior of Bolton's market hall was based on that in the new Crystal
 Palace. In particular, Owen Jones's Alhambra Court resulted in a heightened awareness
 of the Moorish style while the Sheffield Court (1854) created Moorish forms out of cast
 iron, promoting Islamic motifs, such as geometric surface decoration and arabesques, as
 particularly adaptable to cast iron, which could be moulded into any desired shape and
 easily reproduced to create repetitive ornament.49 Jones regarded iron as the material
 most appropriate to the industrial age and its ornamentation as contributing to the
 formation of a new style of architecture, in effect reconciling decoration with material
 and function.50 The Bolton Chronicle saw the interior of Bolton's market hall as an example
 of this marrying of technology and art: it regarded the central portion of the building as
 'a chef d'oeuvre of cast-iron construction, and shews [sic] what the material is capable of
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 Fig. 4. ' Bolton Market' , The Builder, 8 January 1853, p. 25 (The John Rylands University Library,
 University of Manchester)

 Fig. 5. Interior of Bolton market hall, c. 1901 (Reproduced by permission of Bolton Library & Museum
 Services, L54.11 Market Hall, 3 Bolton)
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 VICTORIAN MARKET HALLS 183

 when in the hands of the artist and relieved from the thraldom of the purely scientific
 trustment of the engineer'.51 Here, oriental forms, particularly those of the Alhambra,
 are referenced for both their structural and ornamental associations, ones that are seen
 as investing cast iron with aesthetic values through what the art historian John Sweetman
 termed the 'legible, classifiable and adaptable ornament' of the Alhambra.52
 Inside Bolton's market hall, the sense of cast iron's aesthetic elevation from the

 utilitarian to the artistic was also part of the building's wider function as 'an ornament
 to the town', as stated by The Bolton Chronicle. In 1850, the Bolton Improvement Act
 authorized the newly incorporated council the right to purchase land for the building
 of a new market hall. The site chosen - between Deansgate and the River Croal - gave
 the council an opportunity for both slum clearance and the establishment of new links
 between the distinct areas of Little and Great Bolton, which were divided by the river.53
 Thus the building of the market hall not only centralized all market activities in Bolton,
 simultaneously bringing them under the control of the council, but also formed an
 integral part of the reorganization of the town as a whole. As The Bolton Chronicle stated,
 the market hall inaugurated a 'new epoch of history' in the town, away from 'mere
 acquisition of gain' towards a civic vision that would 'give rank to the town'. In this
 context, the ornamental cast-iron interior gave architectural expression to this desire for
 a new townscape characterized by 'social order', 'sanitary improvement' and 'moral
 regulation'.54 This rhetoric of civic improvement was heightened on the day of the
 opening of the market hall, with a half-day holiday for Bolton's population declared by
 the council, a procession of council members, magistrates and clergy from the town's
 court to the new market hall, and a public ceremony inside the market hall, attended
 by 20,000-30,000 citizens of Bolton, including 3,000 women, who had been vigorous in
 their support of the new building.55 The ceremony itself consisted of celebratory
 speeches by the mayor and clergymen, who gave voice to the new 'honorable reputation
 of the borough' that was enacted by the new market hall, described as the best in
 England and the starting point for the 'adornment and beautification of the town'.56 As
 Simon Gunn has argued, civic ceremonies such as that witnessed in Bolton 'represented
 the urban population to itself in a collective act of identification and celebration' - an
 act of urban 'boosterism' that was in turn projected to a larger national audience,57
 mediated through local and national newspapers, such as The Manchester Times and The
 London Journal.58

 When Derby's new market hall was opened in May 1866, the reaction of the town's
 press was even more ecstatic than Bolton's in 1855. As at Bolton, Derby's new market
 hall - designed by the borough surveyors Thomas Thornburn and George Thompson
 - consisted of a brick-and-stone exterior in a Classical style encasing an iron-and-glass
 interior (Fig. 6). The roof was unusual in being a barrel-vault of a single span of 86 ft;
 only three other market halls in Britain adopted a similar roof design, those at Newport,
 Wales (1854), Coventry (1866) and Carlisle (1889), all of which had no significant
 ornamentation in their interior ironwork. The arched roof of Derby's market hall was
 supported on twenty-two ornamental iron columns, which also supported a gallery, and
 all of the ironwork was manufactured by the local founder James Haywood, who had
 also built the market hall in Stockport.59 As at Bolton, the interior ironwork of Derby's
 market hall was painted in different colours, but here under the explicit direction of
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 Fig. 6. ' New Market-hall , Derby', The Illustrated London News, 2 June 1866, p. 537
 (University of Reading Library)

 Owen Jones, who had been employed by the council to produce a colour scheme for the
 building, and which applied gradated colours to the columns and chocolate, blue and
 white to the interior walls.60

 Jones was one of the first architects to exploit the use of colour in relation to cast iron,
 something he first conceived of when visiting mosques in Egypt in the 1830s and which
 was intensified by his study of the Alhambra.61 Yet, even before this, the practice was
 already well established: from the early nineteenth century onwards, iron founders
 would routinely cover their castings with several coats of paint before they were sold,
 as a means of protecting them from oxidization and decay.62 In his development of colour
 decoration for cast iron, Jones grafted onto this utilitarian practice a fully-fledged
 aesthetic programme that he first employed in the interior of the Crystal Palace in 1851.
 Here Jones proposed the use of primary colours to decorate the otherwise unadorned
 iron frame of the Crystal Palace and, borrowing directly from the colour theory of George
 Field (c. 1777-1854), argued that certain proportions of blue, red and yellow would
 neutralize each other to produce a white 'bloom' when seen in totality.63 Jones's
 adaptation of colour theory to the decoration of iron resulted from his conviction that
 iron was the building material most suited to the modern industrial age and its
 decoration, through colour, an enhancement of this suitability in that it made the material
 appear more solid and gave it visual weight.64 As described by The Derby Mercury, the
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 colouring of the interior of the town's new market hall 'converted the appearance of
 necessarily heavy, strong and sombre ribs into light and airy bends' and 'lighted up' the
 geometrical outlines of the gallery ironwork.65 Mirroring responses to Jones's colouring
 of the interior of the Crystal Palace, the newspaper perceived the colours as throwing
 out 'in a effective manner the striking outlines which arrest the eye' and creating 'a
 perfect specimen of decorative art'.66
 The reason why so much attention was paid to the design of the interior of Derby's

 market hall was that the exterior of the building was 'not much seen', the hall being
 inserted into a restricted parcel of land hemmed in by existing buildings; the exterior
 was a mixture of plain brick walls and classical stone detailing, the latter restricted to
 the main entrance on Albert Street and the two smaller side entrances.67 It is therefore

 not surprising that when the market hall was opened the interior space became the focal
 point for a sustained rhetoric of civic pride. Derby's newspapers regarded the market as
 the 'finest in the kingdom',68 'the greatest public work ever accomplished in Derby' and
 an 'emblem of the growth and prosperity of the town'.69 On the opening day, a half-
 holiday was declared for the citizens of the town, and the walls and columns of the town
 hall, which abutted the market hall, were painted to match Jones's decorative scheme.
 A procession paraded through the town centre and the opening ceremony was
 accompanied by flags, banners, prayers and speeches that were both paeans to the
 building and to the perceived future of Derby as a self-proclaimed 'model town'. The
 mayors invited from other Midland towns gave their own responses; the mayor of
 Nottingham - a town still without a market hall - 'almost envied the people of Derby'
 when he thought of his own town's dilapidated shambles.70 Crowning the procession
 and ceremony was a performance, in the interior of the market hall, of Handel's 'Messiah'
 by hundreds of Derby's amateur musicians. The Derby and Chesterfield Reporter thought
 this work particularly appropriate to the occasion because of its 'national character',
 representing 'the inarticulate voice of society' and serving as a moral, instructive work
 for the working-class population of the town.71

 The sense of civic pride associated with Derby's market hall, its decorative interior
 and its use as a concert hall at its opening, led some to express a sense of regret that the
 building was 'to be a market only'; The Derby and Chesterfield Reporter deplored its move
 'from music hall to trade', but also admitted that this had to be case because the market
 had been built 'for the public',72 while The Derby Mercury thought the market hall more
 like an exhibition building in its design, regretting that its spaces could not be used for
 entertainment rather than trading.73 In spite of the high moral and celebratory tone in
 press accounts of its opening ceremony, there was an element of doubt over the
 architectural appropriateness of the ornamentation of the building in relation to its
 prosaic function. Like Stockport's market hall, but for very different reasons, Derby's
 new market building seemed to have suffered from a confused sense of architectural
 identity. When an anonymous writer visited the market hall on market day (Friday) in
 June 1884, he gave some indication of the consequences of this. Although he observed
 that Derby's new market hall 'has its devotees', like the visitor to Stockport's market he
 regarded the open market surrounding the building as 'the centre of attraction' for the
 public. He admitted that the market hall was 'a substantial and commodious building',
 but also stated that it was not a 'seductive' space, having 'about it a severely business-
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 like aspect', 'even an appearance of depression, as if the stall-keepers wished they were
 outside in the open air, instead of under the shade of melancholy rafters'. Arguing that
 the stalls in the market hall were 'only like so many miniature shops' that lacked 'the
 element of the special and occasional', he focused instead on the 'picturesque' open
 market with its jostling crowds, social mixing and 'quaintness' of varied architectural
 forms. Like his fellow street philosopher in Stockport, this writer found the older open-
 air market reflected more closely his perceived notion of the ideal social life of the town,
 with its freedom from constraints, its jostling crowds and its carnivalesque atmosphere
 - all of which contrasted sharply with the enclosed market hall which, in spite of its
 colourful interior decoration, could not compete with its 'brighter rival'.74
 The last three decades of the nineteenth century witnessed the widespread

 construction of new market halls in towns across Britain, most of which followed the
 architectural model of those in Bolton and Derby. Increasingly, market halls became a
 way of measuring the status of one town against another and this urban competition
 was most pronounced in the industrial towns and cities in the north of England, where
 urban identity was increasingly problematized by rapid population growth, leading to
 previously distinct communities being absorbed into conglomerations. For example,
 between 1800 and 1841, Leeds's population tripled from 50,000 to 150,000, Manchester's
 from 95,000 to 310,000, and Bradford's from 13,000 to 104,000; even smaller towns like
 Halifax, Bolton and Preston were experiencing similar rates of growth.75 In the face of
 increasing urban agglomeration and the fact that many of these towns were defined by
 the same industry (textiles), which tended to produce monotonous townscapes of drab
 housing and utilitarian factories, mills and warehouses, the opening of new public
 buildings - such as town halls, government offices, public libraries, museums and
 market halls - provided an important means of asserting a distinct and improved urban
 image. When Bradford's new market hall was opened in 1872, it was accompanied by
 the now familiar rhetoric of civic aggrandisement, in spite of the fact that its ornamental
 ironwork imitated that at Bolton and only half of the proposed market was actually
 built;76 meanwhile the large-scale market halls in Accrington (1869) and nearby Darwen
 (1882) competed in the extravagance of their Italianate designs, if not their interior
 ironwork, as indicators of their respective 'progress' as towns.77
 Perhaps nowhere was this sense of competition more pronounced than in the new

 market halls in Leeds (1901-04) and its smaller neighbour Halifax (1896). Both towns
 constructed new market halls as part of wider urban development, both held national
 competitions for their market halls, and both chose designs by the same architects: Joseph
 (1849-1929) and John Leeming (c. 1846-1931), who had set up their practice in Halifax
 in 1872 but moved to London in the 1880s.78 As might be expected, the Leeming brothers
 produced similar designs for both Halifax and Leeds, that is, market halls of rectangular
 plan with eclectic Italianate stone exterior façades surmounted by extravagant rooflines
 of turrets, gables and towers, and with shops on the ground floor; in both cases the iron-
 and-glass interior comprised a central nave flanked by transepts and centred on a
 octagonal dome. The ornamental ironwork for both markets consisted of numerous cast-
 iron columns with foliated capitals, elaborate spandrels, and brackets in the form of
 wyverns (two-legged winged dragons) supporting both a gallery with ornamental
 railings and a wrought-iron roof structure above. In addition, both markets included
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 ornamental cast-iron clocks placed in the centre of the buildings; Halifax's was
 manufactured by Walter Macfarlane, while Leeds's was by the local clockmaker, William
 Potts & Sons.79 Furthermore, both markets were planned in conjunction with street
 widening projects and in close physical proximity with arcades; the design for Halifax's
 new market hall included a new arcade that led directly into the building,80 while Leeds's
 market formed the last element in the comprehensive redevelopment of the city centre
 in the 1890s, and which centred on the construction of the County and Cross Arcades.81
 The ornamental ironwork in the interiors of both market halls, which survives today

 largely in its original form, is perhaps the most extravagant of any British example. For
 both market buildings, the ornamental iron was provided by the Glasgow-based founder
 Walter Macfarlane who was, by the end of the nineteenth century, the leading
 manufacturer of ornamental cast iron in Britain, if not the world, providing the ironwork
 for structures including an arcade and the Aegis Building in Johannesburg in the 1890s,
 the Durbar Hall (1897) in Mysore, India, and the Luz Station in Sao Paolo (1901). Both
 the sixth (1882) and seventh editions (c. 1901) of Macfarlane's illustrated catalogues
 presented thousands of designs for cast-iron ornament, including structural parts of
 buildings (columns, spandrels, and brackets), decorative embellishments (railings,
 cresting, finials, weather vanes, fountains, gutters), and combinations of both illustrated
 as entire buildings (conservatories, arcades, markets, stables). What is clear in the cases
 of the market halls in both Halifax and Leeds is that the ornament was designed by the
 architects and then produced in close collaboration with the manufacturer. In the original
 competition-winning drawings for Leeds's Kirkgate market hall, supplied by Leeming
 and Leeming (Fig. 7), both the wyvern-forms of the brackets are indicated, albeit
 sketchily (Fig. 8), as are the naturalistic ornament and the city's coat of arms that fill the
 spandrels (Fig. 9). The actual castings provided demonstrate how Macfarlane adapted
 the Leemings' designs according to their own house style, indicated in their catalogues.
 In the case of the wyvern-shaped brackets, Halifax's (Fig. 10) were essentially much-
 enlarged versions of a design illustrated in the sixth edition of Macfarlane's catalogue
 (Fig. 11) but used earlier in the short-lived King's Arcade in Bristol, built between 1876
 and 1878; the even larger brackets in Leeds's market hall (Fig. 12) were, however, original
 designs that, as far as I am aware, were employed only in this building and do not appear
 in any of Macfarlane's catalogues. In the case of the spandrels, Halifax's (Fig. 13) were
 manufactured from existing designs illustrated in Macfarlane's 1882 catalogue (Fig. 14),
 while Leeds's (Fig. 15) were bespoke designs that were specifically rooted in the city's
 coat of arms; these consisted of a golden fleece with three silver stars on a sable chief
 (band), and a crest of a gold and azure wreath surmounted by an owl, supported by two
 crowned owls, and with the motto Pro Rege et Lege ('for King and Law').82
 The use of heraldic motifs in the ironwork of Leeds's market hall points to a direct

 correlation between ornament and civic identity. Following the town's acquisition of
 metropolitan status in 1893, the Leeds Corporation embarked on an ambitious plan of
 urban transformation in the centre of the new city, which included, in partnership with
 the Leeds Estate Company, the construction of magnificent ornamental arcades - the
 County and Cross Arcades - built from 1898 to 1900, just before the new market hall.83
 The new market hall was the final stage in the Corporation's wholesale reordering of an
 area of urban decay around the Vicar Lane district, hitherto characterized by narrow
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 Fig. 7. Leeds Kirkgate Market , competition drawing by John and Joseph Leeming, 1901, longitudinal
 section , south to north (Reproduced by permission of West Yorkshire Archive Service , Leeds ,

 LC/ENG/Box 12, number 12)

 streets, chronic traffic congestion and insanitary slaughter houses. In 1893, just after the
 town became a city, the Corporation extended Vicar Lane so as to link it with a main
 street, an initiative that involved demolishing many of the old buildings and formed the
 basis for the transformation of the market at the end of the decade.84 So when, at the
 market hall's opening ceremony in 1904, the Lord Mayor of Leeds described the market
 hall as marking 'one more mile stone along that career of greatness and prosperity which
 this city has traversed', he referred to a long process of urban transformation that he
 credited to the 'vast increase in the work of responsibility of the local authority' in the
 years after the city gained metropolitan status.85 When the market committee advertised
 the competition for the city's new market hall, it was explicitly articulated as a
 reconceptualization of the existing building, which had been in place since 1857 but was,
 by the late 1890s, in an advanced state of dilapidation. As stated by The Builder, in contrast
 to the existing iron-and-glass market hall, the committee wanted to 'rebuild it after a
 more picturesque design than it was originally built from'.86 In choosing the Leemings'
 design, the committee prioritized 'ornate character' over the dictates of economy,87 a
 decision that led some to question the committee's judgement; the Leeds & Yorkshire
 Architectural Society regarded the amount of stone carving to be excessively expensive
 and thought that a 'pruning knife' should be taken to the multitude of turrets, pinnacles
 and domes.88 In the light of the explicit focus on ornamentation by Leeds's market
 committee in their choice of Leemings' design, one can argue that the inclusion of cast-
 iron wyverns in the interior was no mere decorative whimsy. As noted above, these
 motifs were specified by the architects and developed from similar wyverns used in the
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 Fig. 8. Detail of the cast-
 iron brackets proposed

 by John and Joseph

 Leeming (Reproduced
 by permission of West

 Yorkshire Archive Service ,
 Leeds , LC/ENG/Box 12,

 number 12)

 Fig. 9. Detail of the
 cast-iron spandrels

 proposed by John and
 Joseph Leeming
 (Reproduced by

 permission of West
 Yorkshire Archive

 Service , Leeds ,

 LC/ENG/Box 12,
 number 12)
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 Fig. 10. (above) Brackets supporting
 the gallery floor , Halifax Borough
 Market , 1896 (Photo: author, 2011)

 Fig. 11. (left) Spandrel bracket no.
 68, in Macf ariane' s Castings,
 Walter Macf ariane & Co., Saracen
 Foundry, Glasgow, Volume 2
 (Edinburgh, 2009), p. 514
 (Reproduced by permission of the
 Scottish Ironwork Foundation)
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 Fig. 12. Brackets supporting
 the gallery floor, Leeds
 Kirkgate Market , 1904
 (Photo: author , 2011)

 Halifax market hall. In the late nineteenth century, wyverns and their dragon cousins
 were both common heraldic motifs in Britain and were also associated with industry; in
 1845 the Midland Railway adopted a wyvern as the crest in their unofficial coat of arms,
 believing it to be the symbol of the ancient kingdom of Mercia, or the Midlands as it
 effectively was in the Victorian era; the company incorporated cast-iron wyverns into
 luggage rack supports, bracket signals, and the spandrels at Hellifield railway station
 (1880).89 Despite their appropriation by the Midland Railway, wyverns and dragons were
 generally perceived in the Victorian period as a menacing symbol associated with the
 devil;90 it was John Ruskin, in Flors Clavigera - a series of letters published in the 1870s
 and addressed to British workmen - who drew on the sinister associations of dragons
 when he directly equated them with what he regarded as the hellish consequences of
 rampant industrialization. Significantly, Ruskin was prompted to make such an
 association after he discovered the motif of a cast-iron dragon on a metal bench whilst
 walking in the picturesque Lune valley in Lancashire; he reacted in horror to what he
 perceived as a satanic emblem fouling one of the loveliest beauty spots in the English
 countryside.91
 Despite Ruskin' s chagrin, cast-iron dragons and wyverns were a common motif in

 both Victorian street furniture and seaside architecture, as seen in many designs included
 in Macfarlane's catalogues from the 1880s, which were probably inspired by their earlier
 adoption by the Midland Railway. In contrast to Ruskin' s emphasis on their sinister
 implications, cast-iron dragons were often associated with the 'exotic' cultures of the Far
 East, particularly in seaside architecture; the wyverns adopted by the Midland Railway,
 however, were more likely viewed as symbols of protection, industrial power, or as
 denoting ancient indigenous mythic pasts. The cast-iron wyverns in Leeds's market hall
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 Fig. 13. Column brackets , Halifax Borough Market , 1896 (Photo: author , 2011)

 Fig. 14. Column brackets no. 68, in Macfarlane's Castings, Walter Macfarlane & Co., Saracen
 Foundry, Glasgow, p. 518 (Reproduced by permission of the Scottish Ironwork Foundation)
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 Fig. 15. Column brackets , Leeds Kirkgate Market, 1901 (Photo: author, 2011)

 Fig. 16. Cast-iron dragon, Long Lane elevation of the Smithfield Market, London, 1868
 (Photo: author, 2011)
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 were also related to the decorative motifs in London's Smithfield market, built by Sir
 Horace Jones (1819-87) from 1866 to 1868 (Fig. 16). In the City of London, dragons were
 a prominent motif in its civic iconography, being drawn from the ancient arms of the
 City. Although not a part of the heraldry of Leeds, the wyverns in the interior of its new
 market hall indicate their role as contributing to its own emergent metropolitan identity,
 that is, as generalized symbols of civic power drawing on such associations as were
 implied in the City of London and its market. However, in using wyverns rather than
 dragons in both the Leeds and Halifax market halls, the architects might have been
 seeking to distinguish these Yorkshire market halls from their high-profile London
 predecessor, perhaps drawing on the wy vern as a symbol associated with the provincial
 cradles of industrialization in the Severn valley and the north Midlands as opposed to
 the London-centric dragon. Moreover, the significance of the wyverns in Leeds's market
 hall is heightened by their repetitive use - an inherent characteristic of cast-iron
 reproduction. Here, repetition lends both added emphasis to the sense of civic power
 articulated in this building and also a direct visual sign of the material abundance that
 the new market hall promised to the city's citizens. As Schmiechen and Carls have
 argued, the lavish ornamentation of market halls like Leeds's not only symbolized the
 promise of abundance, but also framed its enactment in its spaces creating 'a more
 abundant supply, lower prices, and higher quality in meat and poultry'.92
 In its considered association of ornament with civic identity, Leeds's Kirkgate market

 hall represents a highpoint in the long period of development of these buildings in the
 Victorian period. Yet, as demonstrated in this article, throughout the nineteenth century,
 architects, critics and the public alike expected their architecture to be decorated;
 ornament could embody historical associations, which in turn could serve as a powerful
 means by which to assert a corporate identity. In its exploration of the significance of
 ornament in relation to Victorian market halls, this article has focused on the ways in
 which civic planners, architects and iron founders used ornament to create architectural
 expression in cast iron. As has been argued throughout, the nature of this ornament was
 directly related to the social context of market halls as important types of public
 architecture that contributed to the articulation of new civic identities in industrial towns

 and cities. Victorian market halls and their ornamentation, like their counterparts in other
 fields, were directly concerned with the visual articulation of social and moral beliefs.
 Consequently, market halls made statements of what was regarded as cultural truth and
 their decoration offered lessons in civic and moral virtue. Yet the way in which this virtue

 was perceived was far from homogenous and was affected by a host of considerations:
 the provenance of the buildings, the vision of local governments, financial constraints,
 the architects' intentions, the manufacturing process, and competing civic identities. As
 this article has demonstrated, cast-iron ornament played a vital role in articulating those
 virtues; it bridged the gap between the functional and the aesthetic, the present and the
 past, and the modern and the mythic.
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 61 Sweetman, The Oriental Obsession, p. 127.
 62 On the painting of ornamental cast iron, see Ewing Matheson, Works in Iron (London, 1873), pp. 278-84.
 63 Sweetman, The Oriental Obsession, pp. 126-27. See also Carol A. Hrvol Flores, Owen Jones: Design, Ornament,
 and Theory in an Age of Transition (New York, 2006), pp. 84-93.
 64 Sweetman, The Oriental Obsession, p. 127.
 65 lhe Inauguration ot the JNew Market Hair, 1 ne uewy mercury, 30 May iööö, p. 5.
 66 'Opening of the New Market Hall , The Derby Mercury, 16 May 1866, p. 5.
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 67 The Building News , 25 May 1866, pp. 344.
 68 'The Inaugural Ceremony of the New Market Hall', The Derby and Chesterfield Reporter , 11 May 1866, p. 5.
 69 The Derby Mercury, 30 May 1866, p. 5.
 70 'The Inauguration of the New Market Hall7, The Derby and Chesterfield Reporter, 1 June 1866, p. 8.
 71 Ibid., p. 8.
 72 The Derby and Chesterfield Reporter, 11 May 1866, p. 5 and 1 June 1866, p. 8.
 73 The Derby Mercury, 16 May 1866, p. 5.
 74 'Picturesque Sketches in Borough and Shire. III. Derby on Market Day', The Derby Mercury, 25 June 1884,
 p. 8.
 75 Tristram Hunt, Building Jerusalem: The Rise and Fall of the Victorian City (London, 2004), pp. 14-15.
 76 'Opening of the New Covered Market', The Bradford Observer, 1 November 1872, p. 5; 'Opening of the New
 Covered Market', The Bradford Weekly Telegraph, 2 November 1872, p. 5.
 77 'Accrington Market', The London Journal, 1 December 1869, p. 301; 'Opening of the New Market-house at
 Darwen', The Builder, 1 July 1882, p. 31.
 78 Alison Felstead, Jonathan Franklin and Leslie Pinfield, Directory of British Architects 1834-1900 (London
 and New York, 1993), p. 553.
 79 Margaret MacKeith, The History and Conservation of Shopping Arcades (London and New York, 1986), p. 27.
 80 Ibid., pp. 75-76.
 81 Derek Linstrum, West Yorkshire Architects and Architecture (London, 1978), pp. 325-27.
 82 C. Wilfrid Scott-Giles, Civic Heraldry of England and Wales (London, 1933), p. 404.
 83 John Beckett, City Status in the British Isles, 1830-2002 (Aldershot, 2005), pp. 54-57. On the work of the Leeds
 Corporation in the 1890s, see E. P. Hennock, Fit and Proper Persons : Ideal and Reality in Nineteenth-Century Urban
 Government (London, 1973), pp. 231-91.
 84 Burt and Grady, Kirkgate Market, p. 19.
 85 'Leeds New Market', The Yorkshire Evening Post, 1 July 1904, p. 5.
 86 'Proposed Reconstruction of Leeds Markets', The Builder, 8 February 1896, p. 122.
 87 'Leeds New Market Hall Competition', The British Architect, 17 March 1899, p. 193.
 88 'Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society', The Building News, 25 November 1904, p. 755.
 89 George Dow, Railway Heraldry and Other Insignia (Newton Abbot, 1973), pp. 40-44.
 90 See Ruth Berman, 'Victorian Dragons: the Reluctant Brood', Children's Literature in Education, 15.4 (1984),
 pp. 220-33.

 91 Quoted in Paul L. Sawyer, 'Ruskin and St. George: the Dragon-killing Myth in Flors Clavigera', Victorian
 Studies, 23.1 (1979), pp. 5-28 (p. 9).
 92 Schmiechen and Carls, The British Market Hall, pp. 133-35.
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